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True Water Australia has over 20 years’ experience in the design and installation
of household STP’s. A focus on quality, performance and dependability
underpins our advice and recommendations. We engage with clients on
reporting, planning, investigating and design with a focus on long term reliable
outcomes. We specialise in Council applications and approvals.
Household sewage is usually an afterthought or unknown for most homeowners.
With our extensive knowledge True Water Australia offer comprehensive and
tailored solutions, making the process stress free, easy to understand and
affordable. We offer a full range of consultancy services in household sewage
treatment but most importantly we meet you onsite and provide a concept
design and detailed information free of charge and before engagement.
Our sewage treatment systems are manufactured by international market
leaders to Australian conditions and codes. Regardless of the project’s size or
location, True Water Australia provide the most cost-effective, high-quality
solutions that meet the most stringent environmental requirements.
In many cases True Water Australia can achieve high-quality effluent treatment
for as little as half the cost of our competitors, with longer life and less operation
cost.
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“To provide safe, reliable and cost effective effluent
management solutions, ensuring the highest level of
protection to the health and safety of our community,
our water resource and our environment.”
MISSION STATEMENT - TRUE WATER AUSTRALIA
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True Water are involved in the management of every system installed. It means we know what works, what saves our
clients’ money during install and over the decades, what prevents problems and what solutions are best suited for
your home. We have maintained every brand and type of wastewater system in Australia, and have completed over
1,500 STP designs and installations.
Our experience underpins our specialist advice and guidance to homeowners all over Australia. We work with people
to develop solutions and relationships that last for decades.
True Water specialise in Council applications and approvals, providing offer a full range of consultancy services in
domestic sewage treatment, including:
Design and Consultancy of sewage
treatment systems for Council
applications and approvals

Complimentary site visit and full
proposal

Recommendations on the best and
most cost-effective options for
your site

Specialist Consultancy and wastewater
reporting for State Government and local
Council requirements

Our
Strengths
Industry Specialists

Solutions that Last

With a reputation for taking difficult sites or expensive
problems and providing simple affordable solutions,
our consultants deliver smart designs that save time
and money.

True Water Australia design, construct and operate
sewage treatment systems with a focus on a 50 year
lifespan. Quality design, construction and servicing are
key to providing solutions that stand the test of time.

Customised Solutions

Warranty and Performance

With a wide range of choices from treatment type to
system layout and design, we use our expertise and
knowledge to provide industry leading design options.

Every True Water Australia sewage treatment system is
backed by a comprehensive Manufacturer’s Warranty
ensuring reliable long term operation.

Proven Results

Comprehensive Solutions

True Water use systems that have been put to the test
in tens of thousands of locations and applications
worldwide. Applications include resorts, mining,
manufacturing, agriculture, government and households

True Water Australia will assess your project and consult
you closely to ensure the finished product satisfies your
requirements.

Whole of
Life Benefits
LOW INSTALLATION COST
True Water systems are small, lightweight and easy to
maneuver and install. As the excavation size is small,
installation cost and the removal of excavated materials is
heavily reduced.
AESTHETICS - COMPACT SYSTEM SIZE
Installed below ground with the smallest footprint and the
highest quality finish. True Water treatment systems have
a footprint as small as a fifth of other systems, greatly
reducing excavation and cost. The system finishes at
ground level, is very discrete and can be hidden within
lawns or gardens.

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
The components within our systems are the most
efficient and well-designed of any sewage treatment
system in the world. They are designed to minimise
maintenance and maximise operational longevity.
LOW OPERATIONAL COST
Our systems require very little power. The electrical
components are very efficient with the cost to run
the system as little as ¼ of other treatment systems.

“The installation was amazing, prompt and professional, and your tradesman
left our property looking like they hadn’t even been there at all!
For a local business to provide the best price and then back it up with quality and
professionalism was great. I’ll be recommending True Water Australia to anyone
building a new home which needs a sewage system.”

Evironment, Health
& Amenity
HIGH TREATMENT QUALITY
Wastewater is treated to a very high quality and nutrient
levels are significantly reduced, providing the highest
level of safety. This also ensures a smaller Land Application
Area saving money, providing superior environmental
protection and limiting maintenance costs.
MEETS ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
The high level treatment of wastewater provided by True
Water’s systems address all site constraints and ensures a
simple regulatory approval process and the safest possible
environment for your family.

NO INSECTS OR PESTS
Our systems are very well sealed and prevent access for
mosquitos, insects or vermin. With Northern NSW being
a hot spot for mosquito born viruses such as Ross River
Fever and Barmah Forest Fever, making sure your system
is secure is a key consideration.
NO NOISE OR ODOUR
True Water Australia's sewage treatment plants are
extremely quiet and will not be heard. The systems are
well sealed, and the design ensures no unpleasant
smell from the treatment plant.
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Sustainability
& Longevity
TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY
Australian built using Japanese technology, our systems
have a flow path and structure designed for the highest
level of efficiency and performance. Japanese treatment
plants are recognized internationally as the pinnacle of
treatment technology, having been refined over 50
years in the world’s most highly regulated industry.
LONGEVITY

PROVEN RELIABILITY
True Water’s treatment plants are manufactured by
industry leaders. They use proven technology trialled
and developed over five decades. Systems installed in
the 1960’s continue to operate and achieve the
highest performance standards.

WARRANTY & PRODUCT HISTORY

Existing plants installed in the 1960’s continue to
operate as installed 50 years on. These treatment
plants outperform and outlast all other treatment
options.

Strong warranties, a proven track record and
millions of systems installed worldwide. The system
offers standardised components, a long product
history and security of manufacturer.

AFTER MARKET AVAILABILITY
The simple and robust design of the treatment plant
ensures repairs or replacement of any component is very
unlikely. Reliability is guaranteed.

We provide safe, reliable and cost effective sewage treatment
systems, ensuring the highest level of protection to the health and
safety of your household and family.

Operation &
Management
EASY MAINTENANCE
Routine quarterly maintenance as per local government
regulations ensures optimum performance of the
treatment plant. The system is extremely well
engineered, has no moving parts and is very simple to
maintain.
SIMPLE MANAGEMENT
Highly engineered but uncomplicated, the
treatment process requires minimal human interaction or management.

NEUTRALISE POWER OUTAGES
If power is interrupted the treatment plant can
continue to receive influent. Internal buffer storage
and a gravity flow path allow continued operation.

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED
Strong Warranty and a proven track record with
millions of systems manufactured and installed
worldwide. The Fuji Clean CE1500 offers security and
peace of mind.
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Reliable,
Durable &
Cost Effective

1440mm

2510mm

NO ODOUR
ENERGY EFFICIENT
TROUBLE FREE OPERATION
REDUCED COSTS
LOW VISUAL IMPACT

WATER QUALITY - CE1500EX
Designed Hydraulic Loading

1,500/day

Designed Effluent Quality

BOD ≤ 10mg/L

Treatment Method

Contact Filter Bed Process

Nitrogen Removal

Yes

T-N ≤ 20mg/L

Phosphorus Removal

Yes

T-P ≤ 10mg/L

Service Period

Quarterly

SS ≤ 10mg/L
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CE1500EX

Advanced Secondary Treatment
The CE1500 system efficiently converts domestic sewage from the
kitchen, bathroom, laundry and sewage from toilets to eco-friendly
waste. The Fuji Clean is a state of the art Japanese-designed
treatment system that is manufactured in Australia.
Polluted waterways and increasing demand for flushable toilets in
Japan helped push the industry towards a higher standard of onsite
wastewater treatment. The Japanese Government implemented
standards that forced manufacturers to upgrade and develop their
treatment processes and systems. The result was a single compact
onsite wastewater treatment system that treats all household
wastewater to a quality safe enough to discharge directly into the
storm water drainage system (unlike Australia, Japan do not have the
physical space for a land application area.)
In Japan, treated water standards are significantly higher as domestic
sewage is discharged directly to storm water drains. The CE1500 has
undergone continuous advancement with Research & Development
spanning 50 years. The world leading technologies produced are the
most advanced sewage treatment plants in the world, providing the
highest quality water treatment available in Australia.
Ongoing Saving
The CE1500 is small and lightweight guaranteeing easy installation
and saving on installation costs. The advanced treatment process
saves electricity, minimises maintenance and produces high quality
treated water, reducing the size of your and application system
(trenches or irrigation) and increasing the lifespan of your home STP.
Safe & Simple
The CE1500 has no internal moving parts and uses a highly developed
bacterial digestive procedure to enhance the treatment process. This
advanced treatment process achieves safer water by removing large
quantities of nutrients, protecting your property and the environment.
Trouble Free
Every aspect of the CE1500 treatment system has been meticulously
designed with millions of sewage systems installed internationally.
CE’s have a long record of proven performance and reliability. This
guarantees homeowners safe water and hassle-free operation. Fuji
Clean back their outstanding system with an industry leading 15-year
manufacturer’s warranty on the tank with a 2-year warranty on electrical
components

World
Leading
Sewage
Treatment
Systems
SAVE COSTS
SAFE OPERATION
RELIABLE
AUSTRALIAN MADE

Save
Money
Maximise
Quality

TANK INSTALLATION OVERVIEW
Step 1.

Tank hole excavated and the tank lowered in.

Step 2.

Tank is installed, ensuring it is level.
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True Water Australia have worked with a wide variety of propery types
around Australia, giving us the experience nedded to get the job done
right, whether you’re on a tight block or acreage.

Step 3.

The tank is filled with water to ensure stability.

Step 4.

The tank is connected to complete installation.

IRRIGATION INSTALLATION OVERVIEW

Step 1.

The irrigation area is excavated, ready for installation of irrigation.

Step 2.

High quality Toro irrigation pipe is installed as per design and council approval.
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By repurposing the highly treated effluent via irrigation on your property you can
secure yourself great eniviromental and financial benefits.

Step 3.

The area is backfilled and levelled off with high attention to detail.

Step 4.

The irrigation area 4 months after installation.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q. What makes True Water different from other home Sewage Treatment Plant suppliers?
A. 1.True Water have trialled and worked with every brand of tank available in the wastewater industry. We only use systems
that last, have no smell or noise, prevent breakdowns and are cost effective.
2. True Water work with you at every stage. Rather than a home owner dealing with; a consultant, an installer, and a
service agent from different companies, True Water work with you throughout all stages. We take responsibility at each stage
to give the service and quality you want and provide a streamlined service that delivers the best possible outcome and
saves you money.

Q. How does a home Sewage Treatment Plant work?
A. A home sewage treatment plant collects wastewater from your toilets, shower, kitchen, bathroom and laundry. The
purification process involves the biological breakdown of waste and sewage within the various chambers of the tank.
This process involves anaerobic (no aeration) and aerobic (with aeration) digestion where micro-organisms break down
waste products and contaminants. As the wastewater flows through the chambers, contact with the bacteria improve
water quality before disinfection takes place.

Q. What is special about the Fuji Clean system?
A. The Fuji Clean is Japanese. Japan has the biggest and most advanced sewage treatment industry in the world and is
20-30 years ahead of Australia. Due to the population and the small space all houses in Japan must have a home STP’s.
Japan has more than 10 million systems, about 25 time more than Australia. Each of the 10 million systems are tested by
the government every year, and every system must comply. Therefore, the performance of the Fuji Clean is much,
much high than any home STP in Australia. FujiClean use media within the chambers of the STP to filter and purify,
the media means the system uses less power and provides better treatment than any other system available in Australia.

Q. How does a sewage treatment plant differ from a traditional septic tank?
A. Home sewage treatment plants provide multi-chamber tanks to separate waste and undertake different treatment
processes. They also contain media within the chambers as a surface for bacteria to grow on and breakdown the waste
matter. Aeration is applied through an air pump which invigorates aerobic bacteria activity. A septic tank only relies on
the settlement of solids and anaerobic bacteria to breakdown waste process resulting in water leaving the tank partially
treated and full of contaminants and bacteria. Output quality from the Fuji Clean home sewage treatment plants is far
better than septic water and this allows the home STP’s water to be used for irrigation.

Q. Are your sewage treatment systems suitable for environmentally sensitive areas?
A. Yes. We have designed, supplied and installed systems in areas with high groundwater, domestic bores, in situations in
close proximity to rivers, lakes, dams and beaches, flood zones and even drinking water catchments.

Q. Do home sewage treatment plants smell?
A. Not True Water Australia systems. A healthy system has a balance of bacteria that nullifies odours as part of the
wastewater treatment process. Our systems are also well sealed.
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Q. What happens to my sewage treatment plant if there is a power outage?
A. The Fuji Clean home STP has inbuilt storage capacity to ensure continued use until power is restored. Importantly, the
system can still receive and process wastewater through its unique gravity transfer operation. When power is restored,
the tank does not need to be reset in order to start operating, this will happen automatically when power is restored.
Q. What are the running and service costs involved after installation?
A. Power cost for our systems are as low as $130 per annum connected to mains power. All home sewerage treatment
plants require servicing as per manufacturer, Local Council and NSW Health Guidelines. Systems that use aeration
need servicing every 3 months. Costs vary depending on your area.
Q. What is the approximate cost of installing a domestic sewage treatment plant?
A. Prices for installation vary from site to site. The cost to supply and install a home STP including the Land Application area
ranges from $12,500 to $16,000 depending on your location, the size of your home and the method of disposal
selected.

“Uncompromised quality,
at affordable pricing”

SAFEGUARD YOUR HOME WITH TRUE WATER
We provide the highest quality materials and workmanship ensuring long-term outcomes exceed our valued client’s
expectations. When you choose a solution with our team, we ensure:
HIGH TREATMENT
QUALITY

PROFESSIONAL DESIGN
& CONSULTANCY

EXPERIENCED PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

APPROVALS FROM
REGULATORS

TROUBLE FREE
INSTALLATION

LOW COST
OPERATION

TESTIMONIALS

“Greg and his team at True Water Australia made my septic upgrade and new system installation not only seamless but it
also saved me nearly $10,000 on the original waste water treatment proposal done by another company. If anyone is
thinking of a waste water treatment upgrade or requires a new system definitely call Greg at Truewater and compare the
price and you won’t be disappointed.”
- Jason Dwyer Homeowner / Coorabell, NSW

“True Water Australia went the extra mile to make my difficult and challenging site a success. I appreciate all the work put
into designing and installing my system and are very happy with the end result, thank you Truewater.”
- Emma Webb Homeowner / Lismore, NSW

"Our recent purchase and installation of the Fuji Clean system was handled extremely professionally, we found Greg
and all the staff from True Water Australia communicated very well and ensured all aspects of our dealings have been
wonderful in what could turn in to potential major problems if handled without great thought and planning. We can highly
recommend this company.”
- John & Trudy Giese Homeowner / Broomes Head, NSW

“True Water Australia provides our clients with the best possible system for their home, handling the design through to
installation. You can rest assured that the service is prompt, cost effective and the process is very efficient in a demanding
industry. After working with True Water for 9 years I only have good things to say about them.”
- Don Jacob Metricon Homes

“I am confident when recommending True Water Australia to clients they have proven themselves to be a highly efficient
and professional company, ensuring all clients receive the best value for money, service and the right wastewater system
for their new home. Greg and the team always give our clients the same standard of service that we expect at
GJ Gardner Homes.”
- Kane Munroe GJ Gardner Homes
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“From our first consultation in your office with the design team which discussed land contours, neighbouring properties,
council requirements, possible locations of the irrigation field, annual power consumption etc, we felt informed of every
aspect of the process which made it that much easier and took away any stress which we had previously after speaking
with some of your competitors.
The installation was amazing, prompt and professional, and your tradesman left our property looking like they hadn't
even been there at all! For a local business to provide the best price and then back it up with quality and professionalism
was great. I'll be recommending True Water Australia to anyone building a new home which needs a sewage system.”

- Lew and Alison Sheperd Homeowner / Woombah, NSW

“ I wish to thank you for all your help you have given me over the past few years concerning the failure of my rather
expensive, ineffective Biolytix System. You and your team have been fantastic in sorting it all out for me, dealing with
whomever was necessary and ensuring that we were up and running in the shortest possible time.
I would have no hesitation in recommending True Water Australia to anyone needing a first class team for their plumbing
needs. I wish you well in your future endeavours and all the success you deserve.
- Adrienne Mercer Homeowner / NSW

PROUDLY WORKING WITH:

FREE CALL: 1800 057 771
P: (02) 6645 3377
E: info@truewateraustralia.com
A: 6B Ironbark Drive, Townsend NSW 2463
Licence No. 216 838 C / ABN: 72 134 910 875 / ACN: 134 910 875

www.truewateraustralia.com

